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Data Allocation on Wireless Broadcast
Channels for Efficient Query Processing
Guanling Lee, Shou-Chih Lo, and Arbee L.P. Chen, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—Data broadcast is an excellent method for efficient data dissemination in the mobile computing environment. The
application domain of data broadcast will be widely expanded in the near future, where the client is expected to perform complex
queries or transactions on the broadcast data. To reduce the access latency for processing the complex query, it is beneficial to place
the data accessed in a query close to each other on the broadcast channel. In this paper, we propose an efficient algorithm to
determine the allocation of the data on the broadcast channel such that frequently co-accessed data are not only allocated close to
each other, but also in a particular order which optimizes the performance of query processing. Our mechanism is based on the
well-known problem named optimal linear ordering. Experiments are performed to justify the benefit of our approach.
Index Terms—Database broadcasting, query processing, access time, tuning time, broadcast program.
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INTRODUCTION

R

APID advances in wireless communications and software/hardware technologies enable a client carrying a
mobile device to access information without the restriction
of time and location. Broadcast-based information systems
provide dissemination of information with a cost independent of the number of clients, which compensates for the
limited bandwidth in wireless communications. Moreover,
the clients can retrieve the broadcast data by just tuning to
the broadcast channel, which results in a certain degree of
energy saving. Therefore, data broadcast has become an
attractive solution for information dissemination. Database
broadcast is first addressed in the Datacycle project [12],
where the communication medium is high-speed optical
fiber. The queries are processed by a hardware device
which filters the data on the channel. The Datacycle
architecture is improved in [27] by maintaining only the
needed data on the broadcast channel. Several forms of data
broadcast have been used in commercial products [2].
Assume the data on the broadcast channel are composed
of data objects which may correspond to web pages or
relation tuples. A client submits a query to retrieve data
objects from the broadcast channel. The query may access
one data object (called simple query) or more than one data
object (called complex query). Many approaches have been
proposed to schedule data objects for efficient processing of
simple queries. In [17], a broadcast program where the data
objects are broadcast in a periodic fashion is proposed.
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According to the access frequencies of the data objects,
some frequently accessed data objects can be replicated in
the broadcast program to reduce the access time. The
methods to replicate data objects are presented in [1], [13],
[26]. Moreover, in [14], [16], [18], [19], [23], index techniques
are used to reduce the tuning time. For efficient processing
of complex queries, to allocate the data objects accessed
together on the broadcast channel can also improve the
performance. As discussed and justified in [6], the traditional disk-based data allocation techniques perform poorly
for the broadcast data due to the lack of the random-access
feature on the broadcast channel. New channel-based data
allocation techniques should be studied.
There exist relationships among the data objects to be
broadcast. For example, the anchor relationship for the web
pages, the referential integrity constraint for the relations in
the relational database, and the composition relationship for
the objects in the object database. In these cases, the related
data objects for a complex query should be allocated in an
order according to their relationships for a better performance, which complicates the data allocation problem. The
issues of database broadcast in the mobile environment are
studied in [24]. The data objects on the broadcast channel
are relations in a relational database or classes in an object
database. As mentioned before, clustering the data objects
accessed in the complex queries frequently submitted can
reduce the average access cost for processing the queries.
The objective in [24] is to find an optimal broadcast order of
the data objects such that the average access cost for a set of
queries is minimized. This problem is formulated by a
graph-based model. The optimal broadcast order is found
by a branch-and-bound searching algorithm. However, as
the number of data objects increases, the time needed to
compute the optimal broadcast order increases exponentially. In fact, this kind of ordering problems can be proven
to be NP-complete through the optimal linear ordering
problem [8]. In [5], the method for finding the optimal
broadcast program for two dependent files is proposed. In
[4], a lower bound on the average access time of the optimal
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broadcast program for the complex queries is derived.
Moreover, an algorithm to achieve a random permutation
of the broadcast data is proposed whose corresponding
average access time is twice of the lower bound on the
average access time. A special case where there is no cyclic
dependence among the dependent data is discussed in [6].
The broadcast order is decided by a set of heuristic rules. In
[7], the scheduling method for answering complex queries
where there is no access order constraint among the
required data objects is presented. The broadcast order is
decided by a greedy method based on the frequencies of
queries. Based on [7], [21], [22] propose a more efficient
algorithm to solve this problem. The index issues for
answering complex queries are discussed in [9], where the
client always waits for the index placed at the beginning of
the broadcast cycle before any data access. In [11], the issue
of allocating dependent data on multiple channels is
discussed. A heuristic algorithm is proposed to cluster
related data objects to minimize overall broadcast time.
In this paper, database broadcasting with query optimization is considered. To measure the cost of query
processing, two metrics introduced in [16] can be used.
The access time is the time elapsed from the moment a client
first tunes in the broadcast channel to the moment all the
relevant data are downloaded. The tuning time is the time
spent by the client listening to the broadcast channel, which
is an indicator of the power consumption. To reduce the
access time, relevant attributes accessed in a query should
be allocated nearby in the broadcast channel. To reduce the
tuning time, the amount of data involved in the query
processing should be small. In our approach, a relational
database is first vertically partitioned into fragments based
on attributes. Given the information of a set of complex
queries with their querying frequencies in the past, we
predict future data accesses and allocate relevant attributes
instead of the whole database on the broadcast channel. A
client can retrieve the attributes involved in the query by
directly listening to the broadcast channel. The query
processing is performed during the access of the relevant
attributes. For the case where the needed attribute is not
allocated on the broadcast channel, the client can submit the
query to the server and receive the needed data on the
on-demand channel. Our problem is to allocate the attributes
on the broadcast channel such that the average access time to
access the attributes involved in the queries according to the
query optimization order is minimized. Accessing attributes
and processing queries according to the query optimization
order minimizes the amount of downloaded data and,
therefore, minimizes the tuning time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
discusses the database broadcasting issues and introduces
some existing problems related to our approach. A graph
representation method for solving our problem is discussed
in Section 3. In Section 4, how to allocate attributes on the
broadcast channel is presented. A simulation model and the
analysis of the simulation results are described in Section 5.
Finally, Section 6 concludes this work.
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PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS

2.1 Issues on Database Broadcasting
In our approach, a relational database is first vertically
partitioned into fragments based on attributes. The values
of each attribute in a relation are sequentially allocated in
the broadcast channel. To integrate the attribute values of a
tuple from the broadcast channel, each attribute value is
associated with a tuple number indicating the tuple the
attribute value belongs to. As mentioned above, the clients
access the attributes involved in the queries according to the
query optimization order. In conventional query optimization, the selection operations are performed first to reduce
the size of the temporary results. Therefore, for reducing the
tuning time, the values of the select attributes should be
retrieved to process prior to the values of the other
attributes in the broadcast channel.
We transform the query in SQL into a query pattern in the
format [SA, JA, PA], where SA (select attributes) is the set of
attributes in the where-clause by the format x  c, where x is
an attribute,  is a comparison operator, and c is a constant,
JA (join attributes) is the set of attributes in the where-clause
by the format x  y, where x and y are attributes, and PA
(project attributes) is the set of attributes in the select-clause.
If the intersection of SA, JA, and PA is not empty, we
remove the duplicate attributes from the sets in the order of
PA, JA, and SA. The square bracket of the query pattern
indicates the query processing order. That is, attributes in
SA should be accessed before attributes in JA and attributes
in PA should be accessed last. Among the attributes in SA,
JA, or PA, there is no order constraint. For example, assume
there are three relations to be broadcast. The corresponding
attributes of each relation are listed below.
relation A ¼ ða1 ; a2 Þ; relation B ¼ ðb1 ; b2 Þ;
relation C ¼ ðc1 ; c2 Þ:
A broadcast order of the attributes is called a broadcast
program. a1 b1 b2 a2 c1 c2 or a1 b1 a2 c2 c1 b2 are both possible
broadcast programs. Consider the following query:
Select a2 ; b2
From A, B
Where a1 < 20 and a1 ¼ b1
In this query, SA ¼ fa1 g, JA ¼ fb1 g (because a1 2 SA, it
is removed from JA), and PA ¼ fa2 ; b2 g. The client first
tunes in the broadcast channel to download a1 and perform
the selection operation on the values of attribute a1 . Then,
the client downloads b1 and performs the join operation
with the values of the selection results of attribute a1 . After
that, we get pairs of tuple numbers denoting the tuples in
relations A and B which are joined together and satisfy the
query conditions in the where-clause. Through these tuple
numbers, the relevant values of attributes a2 and b2 are then
downloaded to be the answer of the query.

2.2 Problem Formulation
In our approach, an access graph is used to represent the
order among the attributes. Our data allocation algorithm
will be developed based on the access graph. An access
graph is a directed weighted graph, where each node of the
access graph represents an attribute and each edge eij is
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Fig. 1. The offset from data object i to data object j. (a) Data object i appears before data object j. (b) Data object i appears after data object j.

associated with a weight which denotes the total frequencies of the accesses from attribute i to attribute j. Notice that
cycles can exist in the access graph. Given a set of query
patterns, in Section 3, the method of transforming a set of
query patterns into an access graph will be presented. In the
following, the concepts used in our approach are introduced. Moreover, for easier presentation, attributes appearing in SA, JA, or PA are all called data objects.
Given an access graph G(V, E), where V is the set of
vertices and E is the set of edges. Let wðeij Þ be the weight of
edge eij (the edge directed from vertex i to vertex j).
Moreover, let kik be the size (number of data buckets) of
data object i associated with vertex i. Assume a client tunes
in the channel at random during a broadcast cycle. If the
client tunes in the channel after the start of the broadcast of
the requested data objects, the client has to wait for the
broadcast of the data objects in the next broadcast cycle.
Our goal is to find an optimal broadcast order of the data
objects in the access graph. The optimal broadcast order is
the order with minimum average access time
00
1
1
b 1 X
X
X
@@wðeij Þ=
wðeij ÞA  ðk þ ri!j ÞA;
ð1=bÞ 
k¼0 eij 2E

eij 2E

where b denotes the total number of data buckets, i.e.,
X
X
kxk; wðeij Þ=
wðeij Þ
x2V

eij 2E

is used to normalize the weights in the access graph, k
denotes the offset from the bucket the client first tunes in
the channel to the first bucket of data object i, and ri!j
denotes the offset from the first bucket of data object i to the
last bucket of data object j. Notice that, since data object i
can be allocated before or after data object j in the broadcast
channel, the offset from data object i to data object j can be
computed in two ways, as shown in Fig. 1.
For the case where data object i appears before data
object j, ri!j can be computed by ðlastj firsti Þ, while, for
the case where data object i appears after data object j, ri!j
can be computed by ðb firsti þ lastj Þ, where lastj is the
offset from the first bucket of the broadcast channel to the
last bucket of data object j and firsti is the offset from the
first bucket of the broadcast channel to the first bucket of
data object i. We define the optimal cycle ordering problem as
follows:
Optimal cycle ordering problem: Given an access graph
G(V, E), the problem is to find a one-to-one function f:

P
V ! f1; 2; 3; . . . ; jVjg such that eij 2E wðeij Þ  ri!j (denoted
as costcycle) is minimized, where
ri!j ¼ ðlastj firsti þ bÞ mod b;
X
kxk;
lastj ¼
x2V andfðxÞ fðjÞ

and
X

firsti ¼

kxk:

x2V andfðxÞ<fðiÞ

Lemma 1. For an access graph, its corresponding optimal cycle
order (OCO) is the optimal data broadcast order.
u
t

Proof. Refer to [20].

There exists a problem named optimal linear ordering,
which is similar to the optimal cycle ordering problem. In
the following, the definition of the optimal linear ordering
problem and the relationship between these two problems
are presented.
Optimal linear ordering problem [3]: Given a weighted
directed graph G(V, E), where V is the set of vertices and E
is the set of edges. Let wðeij Þ be the weight of edge eij (the
edge directed from vertex i to vertex j). The optimal linear
ordering problem is to find a one-to-one function f: V !
f1; 2; 3; . . . ; jVjg such that fðiÞ < fðjÞ whenever eij 2 E and
P
such that
eij 2E wðeij Þ  hi!j is minimized, where
hi!j ¼ fðjÞ fðiÞ.
The problem is NP-complete, but is solvable in polynomial time if G is a tree. The detailed algorithm to
determine the optimal linear order (OLO) of a tree can be
found in [3]. In the following, an important property in [3] is
presented.
Property 1. Let  be an OLO for a tree T. If T 0 is a tree with a
subtree identical to T or T 0 is formed by adding new children to
the root of T, then there exists an OLO 0 for T 0 in which the
relative order of  is preserved.
The original optimal linear ordering problem takes the
vertices with equal size. To deal with the vertices with
different sizes, we only need to change the function hi!j to
0
1
X
X
@
kxk
kxkA;
x2V andfðxÞ fðjÞ

x2V andfðxÞ fðiÞ

where kxk denotes the size of vertex x. The meaning of the
new hi!j is shown in Fig. 2. With a slight modification, the
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Fig. 2. The meaning of the new hi!j .

algorithm proposed in [3] can be used to deal with the
vertices with different sizes. We do not further discuss the
size issue in the following.
Because of the cyclic property of the optimal cycle
ordering problem, the constraint “fðiÞ < fðjÞ whenever
eij 2 E” does not exist in the optimal cycle ordering
problem. However, if the property “fðiÞ < fðjÞ whenever
eij 2 E” is held in the OCO of an access graph, the OCO of
the access graph is the same as the OLO of the access graph.
Lemma 2. In the optimal cycle ordering problem, if fðiÞ < fðjÞ
for each eij 2 E can be guaranteed in the given access graph,
then the OCO of the graph is the same as the OLO of the
graph.
u
t

Proof. Refer to [20].

For an arbitrary access graph, the property of
“fðiÞ < fðjÞ for each eij 2 E” does not always hold.
However, if the graph is a tree, it must be true. Therefore,
we can transform the access graph to a forest (named access
forest) by removing some edges, apply the optimal linear
ordering algorithm on the access forest, then consider the
removed edges to approach the optimal data broadcast
problem.
To transform an access graph to an access forest, which
keeps as much information as possible, an algorithm named
maximum branching can be used.
Maximum branching problem [25]: Consider a
weighted directed graph G (V, E), where V is the set of
vertices and E is the set of edges. Let wðeij Þ be the weight of
edge eij (the edge directed from vertex i to vertex j) and
W(G) be the sum of the weights of all the edges in G. A
subgraph Gb containing all vertices of G is a branching of G
if Gb has no directed cycles and the in-degree of each vertex
in Gb is at most 1. Clearly, each connected component of Gb
is a tree and Gb is a forest. The Gb with a maximum WðGb Þ
is called a maximum branching. The detailed algorithm to
find the maximum branching can be found in [25]. In the
following, an important property which will be used to
transform a set of query patterns to an access graph is
presented.
Property 2. Let feix g be the set of edges which point to vertex x.
Among the edges in feix g, which are not contained in a cycle,
the edge with the maximum weight will be selected to be in the
maximum branching.

3

REPRESENTING QUERY PATTERNS
ACCESS GRAPH

AS AN

In this section, how to represent a set of query patterns as an
access graph is discussed. A query pattern contains an
ordered access triple [SA, JA, PA]. Notice that there is no
access order constraint among the data objects in SA, JA, or

Fig. 3. Two broadcast programs.

PA. As mentioned above, an access graph is a directed
weighted graph, where each node represents a data object
and each edge eij represents the access order from data
object i to data object j. The weight associated with eij
denotes the total frequencies of the accesses from data
object i to data object j. Therefore, to transform a set of query
patterns to an access graph, the access order of the data
objects in SA, JA, and PA should be determined.
There are two steps to determine the access order. The
first step makes use of the known access order of some data
object pairs and the second step makes use of Property 2
given in Section 2.

3.1

Step 1 of the Access Order Determination
Process
The following lemma will be used when determining the
access order:
Lemma 3. Given a set of ordered access pairs, assume there exist
two pairs, say ½c; d and ½d; c with access frequencies fcd and
fdc , respectively. If fcd > fdc , then the two pairs can be
replaced by the ordered access pair ½c; d (named a replacement
pair) with access frequency fcd fdc without affecting the
derivation of an optimal broadcast program.
Proof. Fig. 3 shows two broadcast programs X and Y
containing data objects c and d. For the original set of
ordered access pairs, the difference of the average access
times for broadcast program X and broadcast program Y is
!
b 1
X
ðfcd  ði þ xÞ
ð1=bÞ  ð1=W Þ 
i¼0

þ

b 1
X

ðfdc  ði þ b

i¼0

ð1=bÞ  ð1=W Þ 

x þ jjcjj þ jjdjjÞÞÞ
!
b 1
X
ðfcd  ði þ yÞ
i¼0

þ

b 1
X

ðfdc  ði þ b

y þ jjcjj þ jjdjjÞÞÞ

i¼0

¼ ð1=W Þ  ððfcd

fdc Þ  x

ðfcd

fdc Þ  yÞ;

where x denotes rc!d in broadcast program X, y denotes
rc!d in broadcast program Y, and W denotes the
summation of the access frequencies of the ordered
access pairs in the original set of ordered access pairs.
For the ordered access pairs containing the replacement pair, the difference of the average access times for
broadcast program X and broadcast program Y is
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b 1
X

ðfcd
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fdc Þ  ði þ xÞ

i¼0

ð1=bÞ  ð1=W 0 Þ 

b 1
X

ðfcd

fdc Þ  ði þ yÞ

i¼0

¼ ð1=W 0 Þ  ððfcd

fdc Þ  x

ðfcd

fdc Þ  yÞ;

where W0 denotes the summation of the access frequencies of the ordered access pairs containing the replacement pair.
Because both W and W0 are positive numbers, the sign
of the two differences is the same. Therefore, the optimal
broadcast programs for the original set of ordered access
pairs and the one containing the replacement pair are the
same.
u
t

Fig. 4. The temporary access graph constructed from the three query
patterns.

We use an example to illustrate how Lemma 3 works.
Example 1. Given query pattern1 ¼ ½fa; fg; fb; cg; fd; eg
with
access
frequency
f1 ¼ 20,
query
pattern2 ¼ ½fcg; fa; dg; fb; eg with access frequency
f2 ¼ 30, and query pattern3 ¼ ½feg; fdg; fhg with access
frequency f3 ¼ 10. In Step 1 of the access order
determination process, the known access order is used
to determine the access order of the data objects in {}.
According to query pattern1 , we know data object b
should be accessed before data object e. Therefore, query
pattern2 can be revised to ½fcg; fa; dg; ½b; e. According to
query pattern2 , we know data object d should be
accessed before data object e. However, according to
query pattern3 , data object e should be accessed before
data object d. By Lemma 3, we know that data object d
should be accessed before data object e with an access
frequency 30-10. Therefore, query pattern1 can be
revised to ½fa; fg; fb; cg; ½d; e.

3.2

Step 2 of the Access Order Determination
Process
In this step, the revised query patterns are decomposed into
a set of ordered access pairs to construct a temporary access
graph. The decomposition process identifies each ordered
access pair from the set of revised query patterns. Moreover, the temporary access graph will be used to determine
the access order of the data objects in the remaining {}. The
decomposition process is illustrated as follows:
Query Pattern Decomposition
(input: the set of revised query patterns, output: a set of
ordered access pairs (OAP) )
1. Let OAP = {}
2. For each QP in the set of revised query patterns
For each S->D in QP /* S->D is SA->JA or JA->PA*/
If S is an unordered set
If D is an unordered set
For each data object a in S
For each data object b in D
OAP ¼ OAP [ f½a; bg
Else
For each data object a in S
OAP ¼ OAP [ f½a; bg where b is the
first data object in D

3.

OAP ¼ OAP [ fDg
Else
Let a = the last data object in S
OAP ¼ OAP [ fSg
If D is an unordered set
For each data object b in D
OAP ¼ OAP [ f½a; bg
Else
OAP ¼ OAP [ f½a; bg where b is the first
data object in D
OAP ¼ OAP [ fDg
Output OAP

Continuing the above example, query pattern1 is decomposed to {[a, b], [a, c], [f, b], [f, c], [b, d], [c, d], [d, e]}, each
with access frequency 20, query pattern2 is decomposed to
{[c, a], [c, d], [a, b], [d, b], [b, e]}, each with access frequency
30, and query pattern3 is decomposed to {[e, d], [d, h]}, each
with access frequency 10. Merging the decomposition
results, we get [a, b], [c, d], each with access frequency
20+30, [c, a], [d, b], each with access frequency 30-20, [d, e]
with access frequency 20-10, [f, b], [f, c], each with access
frequency 20, [b, e] with access frequency 30, and [d, h] with
access frequency 10. According to the merging result, a
temporary access graph can be constructed. Fig. 4 shows the
temporary access graph constructed from the three query
patterns.
The temporary access graph will be used to determine
the access order of the data objects in the remaining {} to
construct the access graph. In the following, an important
property for determining the access order is presented. As
mentioned above, the maximum branching algorithm will
be used to transform the access graph into an access forest.
To produce a better access forest, we should consider the
property of the maximum branching algorithm when
constructing the access graph. Given a temporary access
graph G(V, E), according to Property 2, we define MIW
(Maximum In-edge Weight) for each x 2 V as follows:
MIW ðxÞ ¼
8
the maximum weight among those weights associated with
>
>
>
< the set of ½y; x where ½y; x is not contained in any circuit:
>
>
>
:
0; if there is no ½y; x satisfying the above condition:
The following lemma is used to illustrate how MIW
works to determine the access order of the data objects in {}
of the revised query patterns.
Lemma 4. Given a temporary access graph GðV ; EÞ where
x; y 2 V , exy ; eyx 62 E, and MIW ðxÞ > MIW ðyÞ. Assume
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Fig. 5. Access graph constructed from the tree query patterns.

exy or eyx with access frequency f can be added into G. If eyx is
added into G, which can be preserved after applying the
maximum branching algorithm, then, by adding exy instead of
eyx into G, exy can also be preserved.
Proof. Refer to [20].

u
t

Given {x, y} in a revised query pattern, if MIW(x) >
MIW(y), then {x, y} will be turned into [x, y]. Continuing
the above example, the access order of the data objects in {a,
f}, {b, c}, and {a, d} needs to be determined. To determine
the access order, we first compute the MIW of the above
data objects. Referring to Fig. 4, we get MIW(a) = 10,
MIW(f) = 0, MIW(b) = 50, MIW(c) = 20, and MIW(d) = 50.
By Lemma 4, we get [a, f], [b, c], and [d, a], and query
pattern1 ¼ ½½a; f; ½b; c; ½d; e, query pattern2 ¼ ½c; ½d; a; ½b; e,
and query pattern3 ¼ ½e; d; h. Fig. 5 shows the access graph
constructed for the three query patterns.
The process of transforming the set of query patterns to
an access graph is summarized as follows:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

4

Use known access orders to determine the order of
the data objects in SA, JA, and PA to revise the query
patterns.
Decompose the revised query patterns into a set of
ordered access pairs.
Construct the temporary access graph from the set of
ordered access pairs.
Compute the MIW to determine the access order of
the data objects whose access order is not yet
determined.
Construct the access graph.

THE SCHEDULING ALGORITHM

In our approach, the maximum branching algorithm is used
to transform an access graph to an access forest. The time
complexity of the maximum branching algorithm is
OðjEjlogjV jÞ [25]. Therefore, the transformation process
can be done in polynomial time. An example is shown in

Fig. 6. (a) An access graph and (b) the access forest of (a).
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Fig. 6. In the example, the sizes of the vertices in the access
graph are all set to 1.
After the access forest is produced, we determine the
OLO of each tree (named access tree) in the access forest and
concatenate the OLOs to form the result. However, the
information loss induced by the removed edges in the
transformation process has to be considered to get the final
broadcast order. There are three cases to consider. For the
first case, the information loss can be avoided by refining
the access graph. The details will be discussed in Section 4.1.
In the second case, the starting and ending vertices of the
removed edges are in the same access tree (named intraedge)
such as a->d in Fig. 6. We consider how to reorder the
vertices to get a smaller average access time. The reordering
method will be discussed in Section 4.2. For the third case,
the starting and ending vertices of the removed edges are in
different access trees (named interedge) such as m->i. We
consider how to merge the OLOs of the access trees to get a
smaller average access time. The merging method will be
discussed in Section 4.3. The flow of our approach is shown
in Fig. 7.

4.1 Refining Access Graph
If the number of the edges removed by the maximum
branching algorithm can be reduced, the information kept
in the access forest can be increased. The goal of refining the
access graph is to modify the access graph such that the
refined access graph keeps the same information as the
original access graph but the number of edges to be
removed by the maximum branching algorithm is reduced.
The access graph shown in Fig. 8 is called a ) graph. The
definition of a ) graph is as follows:
Definition 1. A ) graph is an acyclic directed weighted graph
ðV) ; E) Þ, where V) ¼ fr; m; eg and E) ¼ ferm ; ere ; eme g. r is
called the root node of the ) graph.
The following lemma shows that, for a ) graph, the OCO
can be determined by a simple statement.
Lemma 5. Given a ) graph, the OCO is “rme” if
kek  wðerm Þ þ krk  wðeme Þ  kmk  wðere Þ; otherwise,
the OCO is “rem.”
Proof. Refer to [20].

u
t

According to Lemma 5, we know which edge can be
removed without affecting the optimal order. For example,
in Fig. 8, if krk ¼ kmk ¼ kek, the edge ere should be removed
and the access graph becomes an access tree. Applying the
optimal linear ordering algorithm, the OCO “rme” will be
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Fig. 8. A ) graph.

2.
3.
4.
Fig. 7. The flow of our approach.

obtained. Refer to Property 1, adding new children or a new
parent to node r does not affect the optimal order of the
three nodes. Therefore, Lemma 5 can be extended to
Lemma 6 which can deal with a more complex graph
named )0 graph.
Definition 2. A )0 graph is a directed weighted graph
ðV)0 ; E)0 Þ, which has at least one ) graph as its subgraph
and the root node of the ) graph is a cut node.
Lemma 6. Given a )0 graph, the OCO of the three nodes r, m,
and e in the ) graph is equal to the OLO of the three nodes in
the graph modified as follows: If
kek  wðerm Þ þ krk  wðeme Þ  kmk  wðere Þ;
then add wðere Þ to wðerm Þ and to wðeme Þ and remove edge ere .
Otherwise, subtract wðeme Þ from wðerm Þ, add wðeme Þ to
wðere Þ, and remove edge eme . If wðerm Þ < 0, then remove edge
erm , insert edge emr , and set wðemr Þ to jwðerm Þj.
Proof. Refer to [20].

u
t

For a )0 graph () graph is a special case of )0 graph), we
can modify the access graph according to Lemma 6 to get a
refined access graph which can avoid information loss after
executing the maximum branching algorithm. An example
is shown in Fig. 9. Referring to Fig. 9a, kek  wðerm Þ þ krk 
wðeme Þ  kmk  wðere Þ (4  3 þ 3  2 > 2  7), therefore, in
the refined access graph, ere is removed and wðerm Þ and
wðeme Þ are set to 3 + 7 and 2 + 7, respectively. For the case
shown in Fig. 9b, kek  wðerm Þ þ krk  wðeme Þ < kmk 
wðere Þ (1  3 þ 3  2 < 2  7), therefore, in the refined
access graph, eme is removed and wðerm Þ and wðere Þ are
set to 3 2 and 7 þ 2, respectively.
The refinement algorithm is presented as follows:
Access Graph Refinement Algorithm
1. For each subgraph Gs of the given access graph (V, E)

Fig. 9. Examples for Lemma 6.

5.
6.
7.
8.

If Gs is a )0 graph
If kek  wðerm Þ þ krk  wðeme Þ  kmk  wðere Þ then
wðerm Þ ¼ wðerm Þ þ wðere Þ,
wðeme Þ ¼ wðeme Þ þ wðere Þ, E ¼ E fere g.
Else
wðerm Þ ¼ wðerm Þ wðeme Þ,
wðere Þ ¼ wðere Þ þ wðeme Þ, E ¼ E feme g
If wðerm Þ < 0
E ¼ E ferm g [ femr g, wðemr Þ ¼ jwðerm Þj.

In our approach, the Access Graph Refinement Algorithm is applied to the access graph first to get the refined
access graph. Then, take the refined access graph as the
input of the maximum branching algorithm to get an access
forest. Fig. 10 shows the refined access graph and its
maximum branching of the graph shown in Fig. 6. For more
complex cases, the information loss cannot be avoided by
simply modifying the access graph. Therefore, we record
the edges removed when applying the maximum branching
algorithm. As mentioned above, there are two kinds of
removed edges (intraedge and interedge). We store the
intraedges and interedges in REintra and REinter , respectively. REintra and REinter will be further used to reduce the
information loss.

4.2 Scheduling Access Tree
Our scheduling algorithm is based on the optimal linear
ordering algorithm with a consideration of the edges in
REintra . We use a step-by-step method to solve the scheduling
problem by considering each removed edge in REintra .
Referring to Fig. 11, if we apply the optimal linear
ordering algorithm on the access tree ðVt ; Et Þ, the order of
nodes a, b, and c will be determined. According to the order
given by the optimal linear ordering algorithm and the
direction indicated by the removed edge between node c
and node b, two cases should be considered.
Case I: The order of the nodes indicated by the removed
edge is the same as the order given by the optimal linear
ordering algorithm.
For example, if the OLO of the access tree shown in
Fig. 11 is a . . . c . . . b or c . . . a . . . b, then the order of c, b is the
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Fig. 10. (a) The refined access graph of the graph in Fig. 6 and (b) the access forest of (a).

same as the removed edge ecb . This case can be further
divided into two subcases:
Case I.a: According to the OLO of the access tree, the
starting node (c) of the removed edge is between the ending
node (b) and its parent node (a). For example, if the OLO of
the access tree is a . . . c . . . b, then it is in Case I.a.
In this case, if there is no node between c and b, then we
do nothing. The reason is that the removed edge is ecb and,
no matter what effort we make, we cannot make c and b get
closer. If there exist some nodes between c and b, the access
tree will be modified as follows: Et ¼ Et feab g [ fecb g,
wðecb Þ ¼ wðecb Þ þ wðeab Þ. According to the original access
tree (before considering the removed edge), we know b
appears after c. Therefore, if we make b closer to c
(considering the removed edge), the average access time
may be reduced. Therefore, we reconnect the removed edge
ecb , remove the edge eab , and add the weight of eab to the
weight of ecb . Notice that the access time will be underestimated because ra!b > rc!b and rc!b is used to approximate ra!b . After modifying the access tree, the optimal
linear ordering algorithm is applied on the subtree rooted at
node c to reschedule the subtree. If the average access time
of the current broadcast program is smaller than that of the
previous broadcast program, we use the modified access
tree as the access tree to be further considered; otherwise,
we use the previous access tree as the access tree for further
consideration.
Case I.b: According to the OLO of the access tree, the
starting node of the removed edge (c) appears before the
parent node (a) of the ending node (b). For example, if the
OLO of the access tree is c . . . a . . . b, then it is in Case I.b.
In this case, if there is no node between a and b, then we do
nothing. The reason is that if the removed edge is ecb , we
cannot make c and b get closer without changing the order of a
and b. If there exist some nodes between a and b, the access
tree will be updated as follows: wðeab Þ ¼ wðecb Þ þ wðeab Þ.
According to the original access tree before considering the
removed edge, we know a and b both appear after c.
Therefore, if we make b closer to c without changing the
order of a and b (i.e., making b closer to a), the average
access time may be reduced. Therefore, we add the weight

Fig. 11. A removed edge and its associated access tree.

of ecb to the weight of eab . Notice that the access time will be
under estimated (because rc!b > ra!b , and ra!b is used to
approximate rc!b ). After updating the access tree, the
optimal linear ordering algorithm is applied on the subtree
rooted at node a to reschedule the subtree. If the average
access time of the current broadcast program is smaller than
that of the previous broadcast program, we use the
modified access tree as the access tree to be further
considered; otherwise, we use the previous access tree as
the access tree for further consideration. For example (refer
to Fig. 10b), the OLO of tree Y is “gkhml,” where the order
of node k and node l is the same as the removed edge ekl . It
is in Case I.b. Moreover, there are nodes between node h
and node l in the OLO. Tree Y is modified by updating
wðehl Þ to 3 + 2. We apply the optimal linear ordering
algorithm on the subtree rooted at node h. Fig. 12 shows the
modified trees and the corresponding broadcast programs
for the trees in Fig. 10b.
Case II: The order given by the optimal linear ordering
algorithm is different from the direction indicated by the
removed edge. For example, if the OLO of the access tree is
a . . . b . . . c, then the order of b, c is different from the
removed edge ecb , it is in case II.
In this case, if there is no node between a and b, then we
do nothing. The reason is that if the removed edge is ecb , we
cannot reduce rc!b without changing the order of a and b. If
there exist some nodes between a and b, the access tree will
be updated as follows: wðeab Þ ¼ wðecb Þ þ wðeab Þ. According
to the original access tree (before considering the removed
edge), we know a and b both appear before c. Therefore, if
we reduce rc!b without changing the order of a and b (i.e.,
making b closer to a), the average access time may be
reduced. Therefore, we add the weight of ecb to the weight
of eab . After updating the access tree, the optimal linear
ordering algorithm is applied on the subtree rooted at
node a to reschedule theo subtree. If the average access time
of the current broadcast program is smaller than that of the

Fig. 12. The modified trees and the corresponding broadcast programs
for the trees in Fig. 10b.
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previous broadcast program, we use the modified access
tree as the access tree to be further considered; otherwise,
we use the previous access tree as the access tree for further
consideration. Referring to Fig. 10b, the OLO of tree X is
“edfabc,” where the order of node d and node a is different
from the removed edge ead . It is in Case II. However, there
is no node between node e and node d in the OLO;
therefore, we do nothing.
As mentioned above, we use a step-by-step method.
Therefore, the execution order of the removed edges will
affect the result of the broadcast program. We sort the
removed edges in a decreasing order according to their
weights to guarantee that the edges with larger weights will
be considered first.
The scheduling algorithm is as follows:
Scheduling Algorithm
1. Apply the optimal linear ordering algorithm to the
given access tree (V, E) and the output broadcast
program is stored in list
2. Previous_average_access_time= average access time
of the output broadcast program
3. While REintra not empty
4.
Remove the edge with the largest weight, say ecb ,
from REintra
5.
Consider the order of c, b and b’s parent node,
say a, in the list
6.
If it falls in Case I.a and there exist some nodes
between c and b in the list
7.
temp ¼ wðeab Þ, E ¼ E feab g [ fecb g,
wðecb Þ ¼ wðecb Þ þ wðeab Þ
8.
apply the optimal linear ordering algorithm on
the subtree rooted at node c
9.
Current_average_access_time= average access
time of the output broadcast program from
Step 8
10.
If (Current_average_access_time <
Previous_average_access_time)
11.
replace the corresponding broadcast
program in list by the output broadcast
program from Step 8
12.
Previous_average_access_time =
Current_average_access_time
13.
Else
14.
E ¼ E [ feab g fecb g, wðeab Þ ¼ temp
15.
Else if it falls in (Case I.b or Case II) and there
exist some nodes between a and b
16.
temp ¼ wðeab Þ, wðeab Þ ¼ wðecb Þ þ wðeab Þ
17.
apply the optimal linear ordering algorithm on
the subtree rooted at node a
18.
Current_average_access_time=average access
time of the output broadcast program from
Step 17
19.
If (Current_average_access_time <
Previous_average_access_time)
20.
replace the corresponding broadcast
program in list by the output broadcast
program from Step 17
21.
Previous_average_access_time =
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Fig. 13. The construction of Gf for the access forest in Fig. 12.

Current_average_access_time.
22.
Else
23.
wðeab Þ ¼ temp
24. output list

4.3 Merging Access Trees
As mentioned in Section 2, the output of the maximum
branching algorithm is an access forest. Therefore, in
addition to scheduling each access tree, we also need to
merge the scheduling results of the access trees. In the
access forest, if there is no removed edge between the access
trees, we can simply concatenate the scheduling results of
the access trees for the broadcast. If there exist some
removed edges between the access trees, i.e., the REinter is
not empty, the edges in REinter are used to merge the results
of access tree scheduling.
In order to schedule an access forest, we consider each
access tree as a vertex. An access graph Gf with each vertex
representing an access tree can then be generated by
creating edges between the vertices. For an access tree X,
define a membership function InX ðiÞ, which returns 1 if a
vertex i is in X. Otherwise, it returns 0. For two access trees
X and Y, if
X
InX ðiÞ  InY ðjÞ  wðeij Þ
eij 2REinter

is not zero, an edge eXY is created in Gf with
X
InX ðiÞ  InY ðjÞ  wðeij Þ:
wðeXY Þ ¼
eij 2REinter

Moreover, the size of the vertex
P which represents the access
tree X (VX ; EX ) is set to
i2Vx kik. Fig. 13 shows the Gf
constructed from the access forest in Fig. 12. After creating
Gf , the process shown in Fig. 7 is used to schedule Gf . The
process will repeat until no edge can be created for a new
Gf . The merging algorithm is presented as follows:
Merging Algorithm
1. Create Gf
2. If there is no edge in Gf
3.
Concatenate the scheduling results of the access
trees represented by the vertices in Gf
4.
Stop
5. Apply the Access Graph RefinementAlgorithm to Gf
6. Run the maximum branching algorithm
7. For each access tree t in the access forest
8.
Apply the Scheduling Algorithm on t
9. Goto Step 1
According to the Merging algorithm, the broadcast
program of the access forest can be determined. Therefore,
we only need to concatenate the OLO of each access tree
according to the broadcast program determined by the
Merging Algorithm to obtain a broadcast program. Fig. 14
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jSAj j: The number of data objects in SAj .
Fig. 14. The merging result and the final broadcast program for the
access graph in Fig. 6a.

shows the merging result of the Gf shown in Fig. 13 and the
final broadcast program based on the merging result.

5

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The performance evaluation consists of two parts, one for
the complete approach and the other for the scheduling
algorithm only. The simulation is run on a Pentium III 700
processor with 512k cache and 128M memory. In the
simulation, we assume that the average access time denotes
the number of broadcast buckets needed to be accessed for
downloading the set of desired data objects. To evaluate the
performance of the complete approach, a set of experiments
is performed based on various sets of query patterns. We
compare the average access time for the broadcast program
generated by the approach with the lower bound on the
average access time for the optimal broadcast program of
the query patterns. The lower bound on the average access
time for the optimal broadcast program of the query
patterns is derived in Section 5.1.1.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed scheduling
algorithm, a set of experiments is performed by generating
different kinds of access graphs. We compare the performance of the proposed algorithm with the one proposed in
[6]. In [6], a scheduling algorithm called PartiallyLinearOrder
is proposed to schedule a weighted acyclic access graph. In
the algorithm, the edge with the largest weight is removed
from the access graph and the vertices connected by the
edge are merged into one vertex, named multi_vertices,
where the order of the vertices in the multi_vertices is
determined by an equation. The process is repeated until all
edges are removed and the final multi_vertices is the
broadcast program. Notice that our scheduling algorithm
can schedule any directed weighted access graph. Moreover, our approach can deal with the variation in data object
sizes. In addition to comparing with the result of the
PartiallyLinearOrder, the average access time of our
approach is also compared with the lower bound on the
average access time for the optimal broadcast program of
the access graph. The lower bound on the average access
time for the optimal broadcast program of the access graph
is derived in Section 5.1.2.

5.1 The Derivation of Lower Bounds
5.1.1 The Lower Bound on the Average Access Time for
a Set of Query Patterns
The lower bound on the average access time for the optimal
broadcast program of the query patterns is derived as
follows:
The notations used in the following equations are
defined first.
SAj : The SA set of the jth query pattern.
JAj : The JA set of the jth query pattern.
PAj : The PA set of the jth query pattern.

diSAj JAj : The number of data buckets needed to reach the
data objects in JAj after all the data objects in SAj are
downloaded when the ith data object in SAj is the first
downloaded data object. The meaning of diSAj JAj is
shown in Fig. 15.
diJAj P Aj : The number of data buckets needed to reach the
data objects in PAj after all the data objects in SAj and JAj
are downloaded when the ith data object in SAj is the
first downloaded data object. The meaning of diJAj P Aj is
shown in Fig. 15.
diSAj : The number of data buckets needed to download all
the data objects in SAj when the ith data object in SAj is
the first downloaded data object. The meaning of diSAj is
shown in Fig. 16.
diJAj : The number of data buckets needed to download all
the data objects in JAj when the ith data object in SAj is
the first downloaded data object. The meaning of diJAj is
shown in Fig. 16.
diP Aj : The number of data buckets needed to download all
the data objects in PAj when the ith data object in SAj is
the first downloaded data object. The meaning of diP Aj is
shown in Fig. 16.
kSAj k: The number of data buckets needed to broadcast the
P
data objects in SAj , i.e., y2SAj kyk.
kJAj k: The number of data buckets needed to broadcast the
P
data objects in JAj , i.e., y2JAj kyk.
kPAj k: The number of data buckets needed to broadcast the
P
data objects in PAj , i.e., y2P Aj kyk.
wj : The access frequency of the jth query pattern.
n: The number of query patterns.
W: The total access frequencies of the query patterns, i.e.,
Pn
j¼1 wj .
For a query pattern [SA, JA, PA], data objects in SA
should be accessed before data objects in JA and data
objects in PA are accessed last. Among the data objects in
SA, JA, or PA, there is no access order constraint. There are
six steps to access the data objects in a query pattern. First, a
client tunes in the broadcast channel and waits to access a
data object in SA. Notice that the first data object to be
accessed can be any data object in SA. For example,
referring to Fig. 15, the first data object to be accessed can
be data object a or data object b. Second, all the data objects
in SA are downloaded. Third, it waits to access a data object
in JA. Fourth, all the data objects in JA are downloaded.
Fifth, it waits to access a data object in PA. Finally, all the
data objects in PA are downloaded. According to the above
steps, the average access time ATj for accessing all the data
objects in query pattern j can be derived:
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Fig. 15. The definitions of diP Aj !JAj and diJAj !P Aj .

Fig. 16. The definitions of diSAj , diJAj , and diP Aj .

ð1=bÞ 

x1
X

ðkþd1SAj þ d1SAj !JAj þ d1JAj þ d1JAj !P Aj þ d1P Aj Þ

k¼0
xjSAj j

þ... þ

X

jSA j

jSA j

jSA j

Similarly, the minimal values of diJAj and diP Aj are kJAj k and
kPAj k, respectively. Moreover, the minimal value of
diSAj JAj and diJAj P Aj is zero. Therefore,

ðk þ dSAjj þ dSAjj!JAj þ dJAjj

k¼0
jSA j
þdJAjj!P Aj

¼ ð1=bÞ 

þ

jSA j
dP Ajj Þ

jSA
xi
Xj j X

kþ

i¼1 k¼0

þdiJAj !P Aj
¼ ð1=bÞ 

þ

jSA
Xj j

ATj ð1=bÞ 

þ


 ðkSAj k þ kJAj k þ kP Aj kÞ :

jSA
Xj j

ðdiSAj þ diSAj !JAj þ diJAj

i¼1

Since

PjSAj j

diP Aj Þ

ð1=2Þ  ðx2i þ xi Þ þ

jSA
Xj j

þ

diP Aj Þ

:

In the equation, xi denotes the maximal offset from the
tune-in bucket to the first bucket of the first accessed data
object in SAj , where the first accessed data object is the ith
PjSA j
data object in SAj . Therefore, i¼1 j xi equals b jSAj j.
The average access time for all the query patterns is:
ð1=W Þ 

n
X

ð1=2Þ  ðx2i þ xi Þ equals
jSA
Xj j
i¼1

x2i

þ

jSA
Xj j

!
xi

i¼1

PjSAj j

xi equals b jSAj j, we need to derive the lower
PjSAj j 2
bound of
i¼1 xi . We employ the Cauchy-Schwarz
and

i¼1

inequality [15] for this purpose. The Cauchy-Schwarz says
that the inner product of two vectors ~
a and ~
b, i.e., ~
a~
b, is
equal to or smaller than j~
aj  j~
bj. Let ~
a ¼ ðx1; x2 ; . . . ; xjSAj j Þ
PjSAj j
xi and j~
aj  j~
bj is
and ~
b ¼ ð1; 1; . . . ; 1Þ. ~
a~
b is equal to
i¼1

equal to
vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ujSAj j
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
uX
t
x2i  jSAj j:

ðwj  ATj Þ:

j¼1

Consider ATj . diRAj is minimal when all the data objects in
SA are allocated adjacently. In this case, diJAj equals kSAj k.

i¼1

ð1=2Þ 

ðdiSAj þ diSAj !JAj

i¼1

diJAj !P Aj

ð1=2Þ  ðx2i þ xi Þ þ jSAj j

i¼1

i¼1

þdiJAj

jSA
Xj j

i¼1

We have
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Parameter Setting for Query Pattern Generation

jSA
Xj j

vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ujSAj j
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
uX
t
x2i  jSAj j

xi

i¼1

)

ð1=bÞ 

k¼0 eij 2E

i¼1
jSA
Xj j

!2
jSAj j 

xi

i¼1

) ðb

jSA
Xj j

x2i

¼ ððb

jSA
Xj j

x2i :

i¼1

Therefore,
ATj ð1=bÞ  ðð1=2Þ  ððb jSAj jÞ2 =jSAj j þ b
 ðjjSAj jj þ jjJAj jj þ jjP Aj jjÞÞ;

jSAj jÞ þ jSAj j

i.e.,
ATj ð1=2Þ  ðb=jSAj j 1Þ þ ðjSAj j=bÞ
 ðjjSAj jj þ jjJAj jj þ jjP Aj jjÞ:
The average access time for all the query patterns is
ð1=W Þ 

n
X

ðwj  ATj Þ;

j¼1

which is equal to or larger than
ð1=W Þ 

n
X

wj  ðð1=2Þ  ðb=jSAj j

1Þ þ ðjSAj j=bÞ

j¼1

 ðjjSAj jj þ jjJAj jj þ jjP Aj jjÞÞ:
The lower bound on the average access time for all the
query patterns is gotten.

5.1.2 The Lower Bound on the Average Access Time for
an Access Graph
The lower bound on the average access time for an access
graph is derived as follows:
Referring to Section 2, the average access time is
0
1
b 1 X
X
X
@ðwðeij Þ=
ð1=bÞ 
wðeij ÞÞ  ðk þ ri j ÞA:
k¼0 eij 2E

0
@ðwðeij Þ=
0

1Þ=2Þ þ @1=

X

1
wðeij ÞÞ  ðk þ kik þ kjkÞA

eij 2E

X

wðeij ÞÞ 

eij 2E

i¼1

jSAjjÞ2 =jSAjj

b 1 X
X

eij 2E

ri!j is minimal when data object i is allocated right before
data object j. In this case, ri!j is equal to |i| + |j|.
Therefore, the lower bound of the average access time is

X

1
ðwðeij Þ  ðkik þ kjkÞA:

eij 2E

5.2 Experiment Setup
The following parameters (some of them are adopted from
[6]) are used to generate a set of query patterns and a set of
access graphs.
PARAMETERS:
Number of data objects: The number of data objects
being broadcast, which is also the number of vertices
in the access graph.
. Data object size: The size of each data object being
broadcast.
. Out-degree: The out-degree for each vertex in the
access graph.
. Edge weight: The weight associated with each edge in
the access graph.
The parameter settings for evaluating the complete
approach and the scheduling algorithm only are listed in
Table 1 and Table 2, respectively. The notation Zipfða; b;Þ
denotes a range of numbers from a to b in the Zipf’s
distribution [10] with factor . Notice that the values
generated by Zipf(a, b, 0) are uniformly distributed in
[a, b]. Moreover, as  increases, the probability of generating
a large value increases. The value generated by Zipf(a, b, 1)
is b. We assume the out-degree of each vertex is among the
values of {0, 1, 2, 3}. Also, we use the ratio of the out-degrees
to vary the connectivity of the access graph. For example,
when the ratio is 6:1:1:1, the probability of the vertex with
zero out-degree is six times of that of the vertex with other
out-degrees.
.

5.3

Experimental Results

5.3.1 Evaluating the Performance of the Complete
Approach
Fig. 17 shows the effect of the number of data objects. The
average access time increases as the number of data objects
increases. The smaller the number of data objects is, the
better the performance of our approach is. For example,
when the number of data objects is 100 and 700, the ratio of
the average access time of our approach to the lower bound
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TABLE 2
Parameter Settings for Access Graph Generation

on the average access time of the optimal broadcast
program is 2.13 and 2.30, respectively. In our approach,
the access graph is first constructed to represent the query
patterns, then the scheduling algorithm is applied on the
access graph to get the broadcast program. As the number
of data objects increases, the performance of the scheduling
algorithm degrades (the performance of the scheduling
algorithm will be separately discussed in Section 5.3.2).
Moreover, as the number of data objects increases, the
number of the data objects in the query patterns whose
access order should be determined by MIW also increases.
However, the ratio of the average access time of our
approach to the lower bound on the average access time of
the optimal broadcast program remains about the same. In
the simulation, the ratios are 2.13, 2.21, 2.26, 2.28, 2.29, 2.29,
and 2.30 when the number of data objects are 100, 200, 300,
400, 500, 600, and 700, respectively.
The effect of the data object sizes is shown in Fig. 18.
When  equals zero, the data object sizes are uniformly
distributed between [20, 80]. Moreover, as the value of 
increases, the probability of generating larger data objects
increases. Therefore, the larger the value of  is, the more
the number of data buckets in a broadcast cycle is needed,
i.e., which lengthens the average access time. The ratio of
the average access time of our approach to the lower bound
on the average access time of the optimal broadcast
program is invariant to the data object size distribution.
Fig. 19 shows the effect of the access frequency of query
patterns. As shown in the figure, the ratio of the average
access time of our approach to the lower bound on the
average access time of the optimal broadcast program is
invariant to the access frequency distribution. The effect of
the number of query patterns is shown in Fig. 20. As shown
in the result, when the number of query patterns is small,

Fig. 17. Effect of the number of data objects.

say 100, the ratio of the average access time of our approach
to the lower bound on the average access time of the
optimal broadcast program is 2.54, which is not as good as
the performance shown in Fig. 18. The reason is that, when
the number of query patterns is small, the number of data
objects in the query patterns whose access order should be
determined by MIW increases.
Fig. 21 shows the effect of the number of data objects in a
query pattern. As shown in the result, in our approach, the
average access time increases as the number of data objects
in a query pattern increases. However, the lower bound on
the average access time of the optimal broadcast program
decreases as the number of data objects in a query pattern
increases. The reason is that, as the number of data objects
in a query pattern increases, the number of data objects in
SA (|SA|) increase. Therefore, ðb jSAj jÞ2 =jSAj j decreases.
PjSAj j 2
Referring to Section 5.1.2, the minimal value of
i¼1 xi
occurs when
vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ujSAj j
jSA
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
uX
Xj j
xi ¼ t
x2i  jSAj j:
i¼1

i¼1

According to the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, it means that
the direction of ðx1; x2 ; . . . ; xnj Þ and ð1; 1; . . . 1Þ are the same.
That is, x1 ¼ x2 ¼ . . . ¼ xnj , which means that the data
objects in SA are uniformly allocated in the broadcast
program. However, when considering diSAj , the minimal
value occurs when the data objects in SA are allocated
adjacently, i.e., kSAj k. These two conditions cannot be
satisfied at the same time. Moreover, as the number of data
objects in a query pattern increases, the time needed to
access all the data objects in a query pattern increases.
Therefore, in our approach, the average access time

Fig. 18. Effect of data object size.
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Fig. 19. Effect of query pattern frequency.

Fig. 22. Effect of the number of data objects.

Fig. 20. Effect of the number of query patterns.

Fig. 23. Effect of data object size.

Fig. 21. Effect of the number of data objects in a query pattern.

increases as the number of data objects in a query pattern
increases.

5.3.2 Evaluating the Performance of the Scheduling
Algorithm
Fig. 22 shows the effect of the number of data objects.
The average access time increases as the number of data
objects increases. Moreover, as the number of data objects
increases, our approach outperforms PartiallyLinearOrder.
The reason is that, in our approach, the optimal linear
ordering algorithm is first used to determine the major
order of the data objects. After determining the major
order of the data objects, the information kept in REintra is
used to adjust the order to get a better average access
time. Therefore, our approach has a global view of the
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relationship among data objects. Moreover, when the
number of data objects is 700, the ratio of the average
access time of our approach to the lower bound on the
average access time of the optimal broadcast program is
36; 798=28; 341 ﬃ 1:3, which is a good approximation for
solving the scheduling problem.
The effect of the data object sizes is shown in Fig. 23. Our
approach outperforms PartiallyLinearOrder, especially
when the value of  is small. The reason is that
PartiallyLinearOrder does not take the size of data objects
into account. When  equals zero, the data object sizes are
uniformly distributed between [20, 80]. Moreover, as the
value of  increases, the probability of generating larger
data objects increases. Therefore, the smaller the value of 
is, the more random the data size distribution is. Partially
LinearOrder is not suitable to deal with the variation in data
object sizes.
Fig. 24 shows the effect of the ratio of out-degrees. The
average access time increases as the number of out-degrees
increases. Moreover, as the number of out-degrees increases, our approach outperforms PartiallyLinearOrder.
The reason is that, as the number of out-degrees increases,
the complexity of the access graph increases. To schedule a
complex access graph, an algorithm with a global view will
perform better. As mentioned in the previous discussion,
our approach has a global view of the relationship among
data objects. Therefore, our approach outperforms Partially
LinearOrder. Moreover, when the ratio of out-degrees is
6:1:1:1 or 1:6:1:1, the value of the average access time of our
approach over the lower bound on the average access time
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consideration, which makes our approach more effective.
Our proposed algorithm can deal with any access graph with
different sizes of data objects. Experiments show that our
approach has good performance. In the future, we will
consider the data allocation problem on multiple broadcast
channels and the issue of using data replication to increase the
availability of popular data objects.
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Fig. 24. Effect of the ratio of out-degrees.

of optimal broadcast program is 1.2, which approximates
the optimal broadcast program very well. The reason is that,
when the access graph is simpler, the number of edges
removed by applying the maximum branching algorithm is
reduced. The effect of the edge weight is shown in Fig. 25.
As shown in the result, the average access time is invariant
to the distribution of the edge weights. Moreover, our
approach outperforms PartiallyLinearOrder.

6

CONCLUSION

The data allocation problem on the disk storage has been
widely studied in the past. As the application of data
broadcast in the mobile environment becomes popular, the
issue of data allocation on the broadcast channel for
reducing the access latency receives much attention. In this
paper, the database broadcast issues are discussed and the
idea of the access graph is introduced to represent the data
objects with a certain relationship. Moreover, heuristics are
proposed to determine the broadcast order for data objects
whose relationship is represented by an access graph. This
problem can be proven to be NP-complete. We propose a
heuristic to solve the problem based on the techniques of
solving two well-known problems, the maximum branching
problem and optimal linear ordering problem. We transform
the access graph to a set of access trees, each of which can be
arranged into an optimal broadcast order. Then, we merge
these broadcast orders to form the final result. We take the
effect of each removed edge from the access graph into
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